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Many years of cell-cycle research have been devoted to understanding the mechanisms that replicate and
repair the genome so that cells can proliferate without accumulating the genetic damage that drives the
initiation and progression of cancer. A classic example of genetic instability in cancer cells is the amplification
of segments of the genome in a normally diploid cell type that increases the copy number and thus the
expression of oncogenes. However, those who study cell-cycle control in a developmental context know
that these types of events are often a normal part of development. This paper by the Orr-Weaver laboratory
furthered our understanding of developmentally regulated gene amplification that occurs in Drosophila
ovaries. The authors used competitive genome hybridization to a cDNA microarray to identify new follicle
cell amplicons required for egg production. This work set the stage for using modern genomic techniques
to comprehensively identify gene amplification events that drive the synthesis of large amounts of gene
product needed to produce certain structures during development.
This PaperPick refers to ‘‘Gene amplification as a developmental strategy: isolation of two developmental
amplicons in Drosophila,’’ by Julie M. Claycomb, Matt Benasutti, Giovanni Bosco, Douglas D. Fenger, and
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